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TEK delivery problem fix for related management messages
Jun Zhang, Li Yongmao, John Lee, Thomas Lee
HUAWEI

1. Background
In IEEE802.16D-2004, a procedure of TEK updating and delivering has been defined as follow:
at all times the BS maintains two active sets of keying material per SAID. The lifetimes of the
two generations overlap such that each generation becomes active halfway through the life of it
predecessor and expires halfway through the life of its successor. An MSS shall periodically
refresh its TEK by reissuing a Key Request. The Key Reply sent by BS provides the requesting
MSS both of an SAID’s active generations of keying material, which includes the TEK, the CBC
initialization vector, and the remaining lifetime of the keying material.

2. Problem statement
In the Key Reply, sent by BS to response the MSS’s Key Request, BS will always include both
of an SAID’s active generations of keying material, but it is not necessary. In detail, when MSS
sent Nth Key Request, BS shall response it with Key Reply (TEKn, TEKn+1). In the same way,
when MSS sent (N+1)th Key Request, BS shall response it with Key Reply (TEKn+1, TEKn+2).
In the two sequent Key Reply messages, TEKn+1 has been sent twice respectively, and the only
difference between two TEKn+1 is that the first TEKn+1 is sent as a new keying material and
the second as a old one. For the MSS, in a normal situation, the second TEKn+1 is a redundancy.
So BS doesn’t need to do so every time, and in most cases, only needs to reply with the new
keying material.
But there is stilly other two situations where BS needs to response MSS’s Key Request by
sending a Key Response including two active generations of keying material. The one situation
is where MSS sends its initial Key Request. And the other situation is where MSS sends a Key
Request to re-synchronize its TEK state machine with BS after a period of loss of
synchronization.
So, it is a reasonable and efficient way that BS makes different response according to different
situation which MSS is in.

3. Proposed Solution
While MSS definitely knows which situations it is in, BS has no way to know which situation
the requesting MSS is in. We propose that a new indicator, named as New TEK Only, be added
into Key Request message. MSS can use this indicator to inform BS which operations should be
taken, to response with two active generations of keying material or to response with only the
new one.
Before it is about to send a Key Request message to request TEK, a MSS should estimate which
situation it be in, then makes a decision that is to request a new TEK only or both. If just request
a new TEK only, MSS should set indicator New TEK Only = 1, otherwise New TEK Only = 0.
When BS received a Key Request, it should read the value of indicator New TEK Only first then
decide which action should be taken. If New TEK Only = 1, BS should response with the new
TEK only, otherwise with both of active TEK.
In addition, the indicator New TEK Only is omissible, that is a Key Request message may not
include this indicator. When that happened, BS should act as New TEK Only = 0.
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Proposed Text Changes
See the details as follows:
[Insert a subclause 6.3.2.3.9.5 Key Request message, as follows]
6.3.2.3.9.5 Key Request message
change the Table 31 and Table 32 as follows
Table 31— Key Request attributes
Attributes

Contents

Key Sequence Number

AK sequence number

SAID

Security association identifier

New TEK Only

A indicator to inform BS

HMAC Digest/CMAC Digest

Message Digest calculated using AK

Table 32— Key Request attributes for Mesh Mode
Attributes

Contents

SS Certificate

X.509 Certificate of the Node.

SAID

SA identifier.

New TEK Only

A indicator to inform BS

HMAC-Digest

HMAC using HMAC_KEY_S

[Insert a subclause 6.3.2.3.9.6 Key Replyt message, as follows]
6.3.2.3.9.6 Key Reply message
change the fourth paragraph as follow
The BS distributes to a client SS one or both generations of active keying material depending on
which keying material SS has requested. Thus, the Key Reply message contains one or two
TEK-Parameters attributes, each containing the keying material for one of the SAID’s two active
sets of keying material.
[Insert a subclause 7.2.5 TEK state machine, as follows]
7.2.5 TEK state machine
change the fourth paragraph as follow
As mentioned in 7.2.2, the BS maintains two active TEKs per SAID. The BS includes in its Key
Replies one or two both of these TEKs, along with their remaining lifetimes. The BS encrypts
3
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downlink traffic with the older of its two TEKs and decrypts uplink traffic with either the older
or newer TEK, depending upon which of the two keys the SS was using at the time. The SS
encrypts uplink traffic with the newer of its two TEKs and decrypts downlink traffic with either
the older or newer TEK, depending upon which of the two keys the BS was using at the time.
See 7.4 for details on SS and BS key usage requirements.
[Insert a subclause 7.2.5.2 Messages, as follows]
7.2.5.2 Messages
Change the third paragraph as follow
Key Reply: Response from the BS carrying the one or two active sets of traffic keying material
for this SAID. Sent by the BS to the SS, it includes the SAID’s TEKs, encrypted with a KEK
derived from the AK. The Key Reply message is authenticated with a keyed message digest; the
authentication key is derived from the AK.
[Insert a subclause 7.4.1.4 TEK lifetime, as follows]
7.4.1.4 TEK lifetime
Change the second paragraph as follow
The Key Reply messages sent by a BS contain TEK parameters for the one or two active TEKs.
The TEKs’ active lifetimes a BS reports in a Key Reply message shall reflect, as accurately as an
implementation permits, the remaining lifetimes of these TEKs at the time the Key Reply
message is sent.
[change subclause 11.9 PKM-REQ/RSP management message encodings, as follows]
11.9 PKM-REQ/RSP management message encodings
Change the Table 370 as follow, the unchanged is omitted
Table 370—PKM attribute types
Type

PKM attributes

22

VersionNew TEK Only

23

SA-Descriptor

…

…

[Insert a new subclause 11.9.16 Version, as follows]
11.9.16 Version
change the entire subclause as follows:
11.9.16 New TEK Only
Description: An indicator to inform BS which action shall be taken: to response with only new
TEK or to response with both active TEK. This filed is omissible, that is, a Key Request
message may not include this indicator. When that happened, BS should act as New TEK Only =
4
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Table 379—New TEK Only attribute values
Type

Length

22

1

Value
1 byte indicator to inform BS which keying material
has been requested by MSS

Table 380—New TEK Only attribute values
Value

Description

0

MSS request both active TEK

1

MSS only request the new TEK

2-255

Reserved
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